STUPA - WHAT IS THAT ANYWAY AND WHAT DO WE DO THERE?

STUPA - STUDIPARTY, STUDENT PARTY OR STUDENT PARLIAMENT?

- The student parliament (StuPa) is the representation of interests of all students and is the decision-making body of the student self-administration (Do you still know the SMV? That is us, only with more money (and power lol))
- Simply said: student projects are used by student money for student purposes (If you want to make money for a (Studi) party, ask us)
- In the StuPa there are also debates e.g. for improvements of the study conditions, as well as many other important topics on the table
- Particularly large and important topics are dealt with in committees
- We also control the General Student Committee (AStA)

AND NOW TO US? - THIS IS US AND THIS IS WHAT WE WANT

We are Club Marta* - a group of lively students* who want to get university politics out of their sleep.

- With us you not only choose a fat portion of oestrogen in your Stupa, but also versatile experience and inspiration from all corners of university policy and campus life
- We want an ecological, social, participative and equal university (for real!) where everyone can study in a fun and good way
- You want that and much more? Cool, we are happy to hear about your ideas and want to stand up for your interests and rights!

AND THAT IS IN OUR HEART AND MAKES US SO PARTICULAR

- In our society and at the university, we are still far from achieving gender equality - although over 70% women* study here, they are not represented in university politics.
- We strengthen women* in university politics, give them a voice
- And looking at the "big picture": political commitment by women* for all is high on the agenda.
- Shaping higher education policy openly also means shaping society: looking beyond the university's own horizons means making our presence felt beyond the university cosmos

AND THAT IS WHAT WE ARE GOING TO DO

SOCIAL, DOWN TO THE SMALLEST DETAIL

- University by and for all - without ifs and buts: no discrimination, comprehensive accessibility and the integration of international students
- Inclusive, transparent university communication and thus ensuring participation
  - Comprehensive translation of university courses into English
  - Support of university groups that have an English offer
Formation of a working group that provides you with on- and offline information about studies and university policy, especially via social media

- University of Landau "Education, environment and people": Admission procedures that not only consider grades, but also social background and social commitment
- Development of a concept for support in financial emergencies, together with the Social Committee
- The good old rumbling horn in the morning: Finding a social and ecological compromise in the city's planned management of the parking lot on campus
- Building on the valuable foundations of the last legislature: freely available menstrual articles
  - Attention to the use of fairly produced, sustainable articles - freely available at the university and available to all
  - Cooperation and implementation with the AStA Department of Social Affairs, the Social Committee, the university management and the student union, as well as the other lists represented in the StuPa
- Where language discriminates, we are a mouthpiece for change
  - Continue to work on a general guide at our university that will make all genders visible in the language.
  - Supporting the organization of information events to educate about gender-sensitive language and create space for exchange
- Where your voice counts, we give you the courage to speak up about your concerns
  - Sensitization for a fair, participatory culture of debate, also within student self-administration (StuPa and AStA)
  - Dealing with male-dominated speech behavior in the form of workshops

CULTURAL LIFE – UNI AND CITY, HAND IN HAND

- Soon dancing again on the campus - preservation of the culture in Landau by the support of actors and groups with student funds to bypass this rather culture-free time (see you on the Dancefloor!)
- Shaping higher education policy means shaping society
- Strengthening of the link between university offers and the offers of the city of Landau
- Regular invitation of city representatives to StuPa meetings.
- Cultural offer - ok cool, but by whom? We would like to see various performers and artists
- Keeping body and soul fit: Expansion and diversification of the range of general university sports, especially digital

BAREFOOT INTO THE STUPA SESSION - SUSTAINABILITY, ENVIRONMENTAL AND CLIMATE PROTECTION
- Supporting the essential and outstanding work of university groups and initiatives active in environmental and climate protection

- We look back: Sustainability criteria in payment applications from university groups and student initiatives are now more strongly considered by our application in the StuPa

- Sustainability on a small scale (desserts) and on a large scale (main course): Maintaining discussions on expanding the vegetarian and vegan cafeteria offer

- Think big: Expansion of the number of bicycle parking spaces

- Support for the city's sustainable mobility concepts - keyword VRN bikes and a bicycle-friendly city

**STUDY CONDITIONS - EQUAL RIGHTS FOR EVERYONE**

- Merger of the University of Landau with the TU Kaiserslautern
  
  - Support the committee for restructuring as an important body: Enable and expand exchange between student self-administration and the students
  
  - Landau is to be heard, Ministry of Science is to be heard (Where’s the money, Wolfi): more seminar space, we need good study conditions, personnel and financial means, as well as high-quality education
  
  - We are not deadweight: Landau University as a strong ally with exciting research and study programs
  
  - Support for women*: diversity and gender equality at all levels, from the composition of working groups to the appointment of professors

- Making good use of time off campus: expanding personnel support and thus the range of digital offerings in addition to classroom training in regular operation

- Levelling differences in learning environments: creating quiet workplaces on campus in accordance with current guidelines

- Solidarity with the student unions during the Corona pandemic and support for their efforts to achieve greater equality of opportunity

- Commitment to initiatives and events that care for your mental health, give you relaxation and the feeling of being connected.

**AND AT THE VERY END**

Thanks for making it this far. A lot has been going on here now about university life - we get very sentimental about that. Hanging around on campus, university events, rushing and sweating, out of breath from the stairs, arriving just in time for the seminar - that is what's missing! We do our best to keep what makes lovely Landau and the university so worth living. <3

**OUR LIST**

1. Melissa Muhr – B.Sc. Mensch und Umwelt (Human and Environment), 7. Semester
2. Selina Rombach – B.Sc. Mensch und Umwelt, 7. Semester
4. Carolin Schmitz – 2-Fach-BA Naturschutzbiole & Geografie (2-Subjects-Bachelor Nature Conservation Biology & Geography), 7. Semester
5. Alina Sellien – 2-Fach-BA Naturschutzbiole & Politikwissenschaften (2-Subjects-Bachelor Nature Conservation Biology & Political Science), 5. Semester
8. Anne Kraudi – B.Sc. Mensch und Umwelt, 7. Semester